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ABSTRACT: The aim of this article is to present an example of the current chart (in particular, tidal stream charts, 

meaning: current caused by tidal), for safe navigation on the fairway. Since establishing the process of current-

chart cartography, this cartography is established not only based on the annual data figures of tidal, nautical charts 

and surveyed data of Observation Station but also using the CFD application to simulate the flow as well as the 

speed at a specific time (magnitude and direction of speed vector). For demonstration, the authors built a Current 

Chart of Haiphong fairway in 2019. Regarding the input figures, besides the physical dimension of the fairway, 

the current speed of the Hon Dau (Haiphong) area is also a crucial factor. Therefore, current speed has to be 

corrected by these factors: results of interpolation calculation from the tidal table, data of observation station and 

survey figures at particular times of cross-sections of the fairway. The correction is to minimize the errors which 

cause by monthly or seasonally precipitation, etc. However, in this demonstration, we will not consider extreme 

weather conditions (typhoons, flooding, thunderstorm, etc.). 
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INTRODUCTION 

In Vietnam, the maneuvering of a vessel on maritime routes via the fairway is implemented by a compulsory 

pilotage regime. Haiphong is also not an exception, because the Haiphong fairway is a complicated one-way 

channel which has lots of passing anchorage area, intersections of other rivers, narrow turning sections, locally 

shoals, etc. On average, around 50 vessels passage the Haiphong fairway every day. The quantity can be up to 70 

per day on some occasions. To calculate the period for a vessel passage fairway to her berth is dependent on many 

factors. In reality, to ensure the safe berthing, the principle that the vessel has to be against the current. Therefore, 

one of the important factors is the tidal calculation, because the rise and fall tide caused the current effect on the 

maneuvering of the vessel, especially, the period of berthing. 

Nowadays, the Captain and Pilot, who maneuver the vessel passing Vietnam navigational channels, are using the 

tidal table (03 volumes) annually published by the Center for Oceanography under the jurisdiction of the Vietnam 

Administration of Sea and Islands (Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment). The usage of the tidal table 

faced some disadvantages such as it only shows the high and low tide at specific areas per day, therefore, 

interpolation calculation is required to estimate the tide at a particular time which is not listed. The mentioned 

calculation is a huge downside which is low accuracy, in-continuity, and none-visualization, causing difficulties 

for Captains and Pilots to maneuvering their vessels. 

To overcome these disadvantages, the authors, besides based on data of tidal table, also took field survey and 

measurement, especially, the areas which hidden the dangerous element causing unsafe navigation on Haiphong 

fairway as well as used the simulation program and cartography methods in other to present the water-flow chart 

(Current charts) which display the direction and speed of current at a particular time of a day. 
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With this methodology, it is allowed to build the current charts for subsequent years at a certain navigational 

channel, specifically as follows: 

- Inputs data:  

+ Field map of the fairway; 

+ Data of tide on Vietnam Tide Tables and Admiralty Tide Tables for the following year; 

+ The data for measuring tide, the rate of actual flow to correct the numerical calculation model. 

- The output data is a current chart for the survey year, which clearly shows tidal altitudes, directions, 

and intensity of current positions for each time of the day for 12 months of the year. 

THEORETICAL BASIS  

The nature of current in navigational channels is water flow in an open channel, therefore, we have to distinguish 

between laminar and turbulence flow by Reynolds number (Re). The laminar flow is characterized by fluid 

particles following smooth paths in layers. The turbulence flow is characterized by irregular fluid flow, therefore 

the description is complicated. In reality, most of the surveyed flows in the navigational channel are turbulence 

[1-5]. 

𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌
𝑉.𝑅ℎ

𝜇
          (1) 

For Re < 500: Stratified flow; 

For 500 < Re < 2320: Transitional flow; 

For Re > 2320: Turbulence flow. 

The kinetic energy of stable flow in open channel, restricting the consideration of the energy line of the channel 

segment with a very small and constant slope: 

 

Figure 1. Demonstrating the kinetic energy of the open channel 

Using Bernoulli’s equation for point No. (1) and No. (2) in Figure 1, we have: 
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The slope S0 can be calculated as follow: 

𝑆0 =
𝑧1−𝑧2

𝑙
;  𝑆𝑓 =

ℎ𝐿

𝑙
         (3) 

Stable pressure column at No. (1) and No. (2) depict as: 

𝑦1 =
𝑝1

𝛾
;  𝑦2 =

𝑝2

𝛾
                       (4) 

 𝑦1 − 𝑦2 =
𝑉2

2−𝑉1
2

2𝑔
+ (𝑆𝑓 − 𝑆0)𝑙                               (5) 

Conclusion: if the slope is flat and ignores energy loss, then: 

𝑦1 − 𝑦2 =
𝑉2

2−𝑉1
2

2𝑔
                             (6)                 

We can assume that the velocity profil is the same at every cross-section of the channels (considered that the fluid 

is in ideally condition). The flow in the fairway is the turbulence flow and disunite, the fluid has its own viscosity. 

Moreover, the riverbed and riverbank which means the dimension and shape of the fairway cross-section have a 

huge effect on the velocity profil. Figure 2 showed that the velocity of a fluid on the bottom layers is ascending 

up. Whirlpools are formed by the embarkation of flow against the barrier which causes by the nature of the 

material’s riverbed. Also, the effects of flow shape (bends, intersections of many currents, obstructions, …) 

change the energy of the flow.  

 

Figure 2. Velocity profil of the flow at the survey section in the channel 

For the Haiphong fairway: speed limitation (not exceed 8 knots), passing anchorage areas, bend, and the 

intersection of other rivers, locally shallow areas, narrow section. The current flow is swift at the mentioned 

sections. On the first hand, the Haiphong fairway tide is diurnal which only one high and low tide on 25 days per 

month and the amplitude is around 3 meters. On the other hand, the dimension and shape of the fairway’s cross-

sections are not equal. Therefore, fluid flow in the fairway is not the same in an open river. In reality, each figure 

of velocity and direction of the current is interpolation calculated based on data of tidal tables. Therefore, the 

results are inaccuracy, in-continuity, and none-visualization. 
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Figure 3. Area which has potential danger for navigation: (a) VN4HP007 Chart, (b) Simulation displayed by the 

program 

Due to the characteristic of geography and tide, potential danger areas for navigating is existing in this fairway. 

For example, the intersection between Cam river and Ruot Lon river (Figure 3) is a narrow section which locally 

eluvium areas are located on the Ruot Lon estuary, on the opposite is one of the main ports of Haiphong, the width 

of fairways is narrow and depth changes unpredictably. 

PROCESS OF BUILDING THE CURRENT CHART 

The process of building the current chart including the process of creating a chart and process of using CFD to 

simulate the velocity of flow in the fairways [6,7]. 

Process of building chart 

Developing based the nautical chart of Haiphong fairways, some factors are omitted to emphasize the physical 

demission of fairways (length, depth, and slope) as shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. Present approximately the characteristic of Haiphong fairways 
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Furthermore, for conveniently simulating calculation by the CFD with Fluent - Ansys software, the authors 

divided fairways into 10 sections. The 3rd section in 10 ones of the Hai Phong fairway has been illustrated 

specifically as shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Illustration of one of 10 sections (the 3rd section) on the Hai Phong fairway 

Calculation process using CFD for the velocity of the flow for sections [2-5, 8-10] 

The authors performed testing on 10 sections of the Haiphong fairway in 2019 by making a computation model 

as demonstrated through 3 steps in Figure 6. Determine limit zone required calculation, combined with annual 

tidal table and data from the fieldwork of many years to adjust the error of tidal level and time delay to the tidal 

table. While using CFD application for calculating, combine with adjusting limit zone closer to reality will give 

more explicit and accurate.  
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Figure 6. Steps of making a computation model for the fairway sections 

Application CFD to calculate flow velocity was shown in 4 steps as Figure 7, including [11-17]:  

- Step 1: is the process of modeling the practical problem. This step uses the Nautical Charts and drawings related 

to route planning for rebuilding field drawings and dividing dangerous areas to further investigation (by finer 

meshing for this area); 

- Step 2, step 3 and step 4 are CFD application steps to deploy calculations. The most important is the correction 

of the coefficients in the calculation model. Using actual data on tidal heights as well as actual current rates in 

previous years in the same position. It means the calculation model took into account the real factors by averaging 

the preceding years. 

 

Figure 7. Using CFD application for calculating flow velocity on the fairway 
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PRODUCT OF EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRUCTING FOR HAIPHONG FAIRWAY 2019  

Based on application CFD with Fluent - Ansys, the authors performed simulating the flow velocity for 10 fairway 

sections with different input velocity. As an example, Figure 8 depicts simulation result velocity for section No.3 

with input velocity is V = 0.3 m/s when following the flow and V = 0.7 m/s when against it. 

 

Figure 8. Calculating the result for sections 3 with changed velocities: (a) V = 0.3 m/s when follow the current; 

(b) V = 0.7 m/s when against the current. 

Similarly, by calculating for 10 fairways sections, the authors determine different flow velocity and form the data 

set to interpret them onto the daily chart. Figure 9 depicted the Haiphong fairway current chart of 01/01/2019, 

which included information interpret as: 

- "Time" column shows time in the day from 00h00 to 23h00; 

- "Height Tidal Table" column: Tidal height based on Admiralty Tide Tables; 

- "Height Tidal Table" column: Tidal height based on Vietnam Tide Tables; 

- "Rate (knots)" column: Current velocity. 
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By similar execution, resulting in the current chart of the year included 365 pages. 

 

Figure 9. The Haiphong fairway current chart of 09/01/2019 

CONCLUSION 

This article has proposed a current chart and provides a general process for building a tidal stream chart on the 

navigation fairway. The input data were based on the Nautical Charts (considered the geology characteristic of 

areas) and tidal tables, data of observation station, field survey results as well as CFD application. From there, 

calculated and combined with fieldwork has constructed experimental current-chart for Haiphong fairway 2019. 

The base of this simulation calculating process, with data of the next years, we can thoroughly be developing 

current-chart of those years, but the limit has not considered the extreme condition of the area like storm, flooding, 

drought,...  
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